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Assistant Editor Comments:

1. Consent and Ethics Approval

Please provide some further clarification on whether or not the IRB approved the study.

Please can you also provide some further clarification on consent. Please can you clarify whether written informed consent was obtained by all patients or whether in some cases it was obtained from family members. In cases where consent was obtained from family members please state the reason consent was not obtained from the patient themselves.

Formal approval not required for retrospective observational study. However permission taken from member of IRB. Informed formal consent was taken from all patients. Though consent could have been taken from family member in case of minor, or intoxicated unconscious patients.
2. Consent to Publish

-- We note that you have included a ‘Consent for publication’ section in the Declarations. Consent for publication refers to consent for the publication of identifying images or other personal or clinical details of participants that compromise anonymity. Seeing as this is not applicable to your manuscript please state “Not Applicable” in this section.

Not applicable

3. Response

-- Thank you for providing a response to the reviewers. As this document is no longer required at this stage of the publication process, please remove it from your submission’s supplementary files.

Revision has been removed.

4. Cite

-- Please ensure that all figures/tables and supplementary files are cited within the text. Any items which are not cited may be deleted by our production department upon publication.

All were cited

5. Formatting

-- Please remove duplicate tables.

At this stage, please upload your manuscript as a single, final, clean version that does not contain any tracked changes, comments, highlights, strikethroughs or text in different colours. All relevant tables/figures/additional files should also be clean versions. Figures (and additional files) should remain uploaded as separate files. Please ensure that all figures, tables and additional-supplementary files are cited within the text.

Uploaded accordingly